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ABSTRACT
Speech segmentation is the process of identifying the boundaries between meaningful units like phonemes in a continuous speech. A need exists for reliable, automatic determination of phonemes boundaries in different speech research areas such as automatic speech recognition (ASR) to improve the performance of the recognizer, to improve the quality speech synthesis system through segmented database, and to improve performance of language identification and speaker verification system. In this study unsupervised method of automatic speech segmentation is proposed as a solution. Text corpus with size of 1000 Amharic sentences is recorded by one female in order to have parallel speech corpus. Both text and speech corpuses are split into training (90%) and test (10%) data sets. Phoneme based speaker dependent Hidden Markov Model is preferred, being the one that is most widely used, and also due to the ready availability of the HTK software suite. HMM approach is used to model Amharic phonemes in individual HMM with three emitting and two non emitting states without skipping left to right HMM. MFCC feature vectors together with their first and second derivatives are selected for individual HMM models. Letter and phoneme were used as a basic unit to model the HMM in context independent, context dependent with single Gaussian mixture and context dependent with Multiple Gaussian mixtures. The system is also evaluated in terms of percentage of boundary deviations with 5ms, 10ms, 15ms and 20ms tolerance values with reference to manual segmentation results. The evaluation of the experiments shows that best performance with Minimum percentage of time boundary deviations are achieved using phoneme based approach in context dependent environment with two Gaussian mixture.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Segmentation of continuous speech into its corresponding phonemes is a very important issue in the area of speech like ASR, speech synthesis, speech database, and language identification and speaker verification. The most commonly proposed phoneme level speech segmentations are using either manual segmentation or automatic segmentation techniques. In manual speech segmentation expert/phonetician is required and its segmentation is based on listening and visual judgment on required boundaries. However, manual phonetic segmentation is tedious, expensive, inconsistent, prone to errors and time-consuming task[1]. There is also a disagreement between phoneticians and there is no clear, common and coherent strategies in order to segment speech waveforms [2]. Considering these and other disadvantages the development of automatic speech data is becoming increasingly important[3, 4].

Generally, automatic speech segmentation methods are divided into two types, namely supervised and unsupervised segmentation methods. Supervised methods require a priori knowledge about phoneme boundaries [5-7]. These boundaries of phonemes are existed in the form of their pre-segmented. It also requires pre-defined models of phoneme set of a specific language[8].

On the other side, unsupervised methods don’t require pre-defined model and knowledge about phoneme sets and their boundaries respectively. It is most commonly used in automatic speech segmentation through new modeling and training data sets[8]. Thus unsupervised method yields a desirable and more flexible framework for automatic segmentation of a speech at phoneme level[9].

Hidden Markov Model is the most commonly used model for automatic speech segmentation in unsupervised method[10-14]. This model able to handle new data robustly with in different working environments and enables to predict similar patterns efficiently [15]. It is also language independent and computationally efficient to
develop and evaluate due to the existence of established algorithms\[16-18]. Generally all the above benefits of both HMM model and supervised methods are the driving forces to conduct a research on supervised method of automatic speech segmentation using HMM model at phoneme level.

II. DATA COLLECTION AND CORPUS PREPARATION

Optimal text selection technique is used to prepare Amharic text corpus from various Amharic documents. These Amharic documents are used as data sources to get phonetically rich and balanced collections of sentences. Amharic Bibles, Health News, political News, sport News, Economy News, penal code, federal Negarit Gazeta and Amharic fictions named as “Fiker eskemekaber” are data sources used for text corpus preparation. This text corpus contains 1000 Amharic sentences.

Since parallel speech corpuses are required to continue the speech segmentation process, speech corpus is prepared for the corresponding text corpus. Speech corpus is indispensable part of speech segmentation because speech segmentation results vary as per speaker’s accent, age, gender and other invariants. By taking these invariants in to consideration, all sentences found in text corpus are recorded by in mono channel, *.wav format and 48 kHz sample frequency. It implies that speech corpus is prepared and this speech corpus is accessible in computer readable form, and have an annotation and documentation sufficient to allow re-use of data.

III. AMHARIC LANGUAGE AND ITS PHONETICS

Amharic is a phonetic language and national language of Ethiopia. It has large number of speakers and large amount of published and unpublished documents in order to get phonetically balanced data sets. Humans can produce an infinite number of sounds; each language has a set of abstract linguistic units, called phonemes, to describe its sounds. A phoneme is defined as the smallest contrastive unit in the phonology of a language\[19]. Amharic language is primarily comprised of 39 phonemes – 7 vowels and 31 consonants\[20]. One additional consonant /วล/ \([v]\) is inherited and included summing up to a total of 39 phonemes.

IV. DESIGN OF AMHARIC AUTOMATIC SPEECH SEGMENTATION

A. Design approaches

Two main approaches are proposed for design of automatic speech segmentation system and these approaches mainly differ in basic units of the pronunciation dictionary. These approaches are grapheme based and phoneme based where letters and phonemes are the basic units of pronunciation dictionary respectively.

Approach I, Grapheme based approach which considers the transliteration of every word in to Latin alphabet during its pronunciation dictionary preparation. It contains sequences of Latin alphabets or letters as pronunciation dictionary. This approach is bench mark for our system and it is the approach followed in many Amharic speech recognition systems.

Approach II, Phoneme based approach which integrates Grapheme to Phoneme (G2p) conversion developed for this purpose. This G2P conversion is achieved by applying epithetic vowel insertion rules in order to develop epithetic vowel insertion algorithm. The epithetic Amharic vowel is /ивание/ which is found in the speech utterances. This epithetic vowel is not found from directly translated words of the Latin representation but exists from acoustic signal of a speech. By considering this epithetic vowel during pronunciation dictionary preparation, approach II is believed by the researchers to enhance the performance compared to the previous approach. The G2P converter is adopted in\[21]\.

B. Automatic speech segmentation system

The general model of automatic speech segmentation system includes data preparation, manual labeling, language modeling, HMM model building, HMM segmenter and data verification sub-systems. The tasks of these sub-systems are accomplished in the order of what they have listed. Especially manual labeling is carried out after preprocessing section also known as data preparation sub-system. It implies that manually labeled phonemes with their time boundaries are found before completion of automatic speech segmentation in order to be free from biased during manual labeling. All sub-systems are included in both Grapheme and phoneme based approaches which can be implemented individually as phase1 and phase2 respectively during experimentation.
Data preparation

Data preparation is the main part of automatic speech segmentation system since it has high contribution to the performance of automatic speech segmenter. It includes core processes like corpus preparation which encompasses both text and speech corpuses, Lexicons preparation as pronunciation dictionary, sampling techniques used to split both text and speech corpuses in to test and training sets and feature extraction process to prepare speech corpus usable format to HMM acoustic modeling and HMM segmenter as input. The feature vector that represents the distinctive properties of the phoneme is designed to be of length 39, consisting of 12 mel-cepstrum coefficients and energy component, and additionally their delta and acceleration coefficients.

1) Language Modeling

Language Model is responsible for detecting connections between letters in a word and words in a sentence during Grapheme based approaches and for detecting connections between phonemes in a word and words in a sentence during phoneme based approach. Bigram and trigram language models can be used to handle multiple pronunciations of a word but in our text corpus the possibility of getting such kinds of words less. So unigram language modeling is enough to build the new automatic speech segmentation system.

2) HMM Acoustic Modeling

The acoustic models are statistical models which commonly uses the predominant HMM models. The Hidden Markov Models can be used to represent the sequence of sounds within a section of speech units like phonemes. Phoneme, an elemental speech sound, can be modeled by an individual left to right HMM. Phoneme based HMM model is used with three emitting states and two non-emitting states of the first and the last states without skipping. In acoustic modeling, individual phoneme based HMM model also takes place in context independent and context dependent with single Gaussian mixture and context dependent with multiple Gaussian mixtures environments.

3) HMM Segmenter

After getting Language modelling and HMM acoustic modelling results, the HMM segmenter assigns the corresponding letter or phoneme to acoustic signal as per the training and best selected pronunciation of a word. At the end, phonemes with their time boundaries are obtained as an output of automatic HMM based speech segmenter.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION

A. Automatic phoneme segmentation

Automatic speech segmentation using HTK toolkit is implemented in two phase with HTK toolkit. These phases differ in basic units of lexicon preparation which is used as pronunciation dictionary. The basic units are sequence of letters and phonemes in phase1 and phase2 respectively. In each phase, HMM modeling techniques and HTK commands are used to complete the task of automatic speech segmentation. Data preparation, HMM modeling and segmentation are the main stages of it.

Data preparation includes Amharic text corpus preparation, lexicon preparation, speech corpus preparation to the corresponding text corpus, data transcription to HTK usable format and parameterization of speech signals. In corpus based speech segmentation preparing training and testing data sets is required and for this purpose systematic random sampling technique is to split both text and speech corpuses in to training data sets (90%) and testing data sets (10%). Training data sets are used for language and acoustic modeling purpose where as testing data sets used for evaluation of automatic HMM segmenter. Since HTK doesn’t use speech data directly transcribing them into phone level and word level, and parameterization of them also required as part of data preparation. Parameterization of speech data takes place through feature extraction process.

HMM model with three emitting states and two non emitting states without skipping is used to model individual Amharic phonemes as shown in fig 1.
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Where: 1, 2 and 3 are states to represent a phoneme.
\(a_{ij}\) is the transition probability from state \(i\) to state \(j\) and represented by the label on the edge from state \(i\) to state \(j\).
\(a_{11}, a_{22}\) and \(a_{33}\) are self transition probabilities.
\(b_{i}(x)\) is probability of observation \(x\) on state \(i\).

MFCC feature vectors together with their first and second, namely MFCCs + delta + delta-deltas are selected for individual HMM models. The delta and delta-delta coefficients are included to make the model sensitive to the dynamic behaviour of the signal[1]. Acoustic HMM modeling and HMM segmentation are taking place in context independent and in context dependent with single Gaussian mixture and context dependent with multiple Gaussian mixtures environments. Acoustic modeling with Multiple Gaussian mixtures values 2, 4, 8 and 16 are used to improve automatic speech segmentation results considerably, because they help avoid the problem resulting from the usage of the same type of probability density distribution for different models and states. At the end, phonemes with their time boundaries are obtained as an output of automatic HMM based speech segmenter.

B. Manual labeling

Manual labeling is carried out via praat software. Praat shows the main characteristics of acoustic data both in its spectrogram and wave formats. The segmentation is also performed without any a priori information about test results found during automatic speech segmentation by a single labeler but takes the split test text corpus during manual labeling. In manual segmentation, acoustic signal properties like pitch, formant, duration, intensity, energy, power spectral density and zero crossing rates are very important in order to carry out the segmentation.

Manual labeling also takes place on test data sets in addition to automatic speech segmentation applied on them. Manually segmented phonemes are its results and they are achieved by hand labeling of phonemes with their time boundaries. These manually segmented phonemes are used to evaluate the performance of automatic speech segmentation system.

The deviation of time boundaries of automatic segmented phonemes with reference to hand segmented phonemes since manual segmentation are considered as accurate results[22].

C. Test results and evaluation

In order to measure the performance of automatic speech segmentation, phoneme mapping concept is used. These manually segmented phoneme boundaries are compared with each phoneme sequences found during automatic speech segmentation where as epithetic vowel is considered as part of letters in case of Grapheme based approach. The general formula used to calculate the deviation of initial time boundaries of a phoneme or a letter and the deviation of final time boundaries of a phoneme or a letter are indicated in (1) and (2) respectively.

\[
t_1 = |t_i - t'_i| \quad (1)
\]

\[
t_2 = |t_{i+1} - t'_{i+1}| \quad (2)
\]

where: \(t_i\) is initial time boundary of manually segmented letters/phonemes.
\(t'_i\) is initial time boundary of automatically segmented letters/phonemes.
\(t_{i+1}\) is final time boundary of manually segmented letters/phonemes.
\(t'_{i+1}\) is final time boundary of automatically segmented letters/phonemes.
\(t_1\) is time difference between initial time boundaries of manually and automatically segmented letters/phonemes.
\(t_2\) is time difference between final time boundaries of manually and automatically segmented letters/phonemes.

The time differences found in (1) and (2) are deviation between manual segmented and automatically segmented phonemes or letters. The deviation of both initial and finale time boundaries of phonemes below 5ms are not considered as errors[23, 24]. Similarly, in our study boundary deviations are evaluated in four different tolerance values 5ms, 10ms, 15ms and 20ms[25]. It implies that the deviations exceeding these tolerances are considered as errors. Finally, the error is expressed in terms of percentage of deviation and it is calculated in quantitative method using (3).

\[
\text{%deviation} = \frac{\text{No of phonemes exceeding the tolerance value}}{\text{total number of boundaries tested}} \times 100 \quad (3)
\]

The phoneme boundary values beyond the tolerance values are considered as errors and these errors are expressed in terms of percentage through statistical
technique. In this technique the number of phonemes occurred beyond the tolerance value and its percentage is given with reference to the total number of phonemes exist in each phases. The total numbers of phonemes exist in phase1 and phase2 are 5080 and 5404 respectively. Since epithetic vowels are inserted by plug in epithetic vowel insertion algorithm, the numbers of phonemes in phase2 are greater than phase1. These total phoneme sizes do not include short pauses exist in each speech utterances and this is expected to reduces the percentage of boundary deviation in each tolerance values. Having the performance evaluation technique, the test results of three automatic speech segmentation experiments in monophones, tied state and tied state with multiple Gaussian mixtures are presented.

The evaluation is taking place in terms of boundary deviations with in tolerances values of 5ms, 10ms, 15 ms and 20ms. In both phases, the evaluation of the experiments shows that the percentage of boundary deviation minimizes as we go from context independent to context dependent and from context dependent with single Gaussian mixtures to context dependent with multiple Gaussian mixtures due to considerations of phonemes context and different probability density functions per state respectively. Even the experiment conducted in Gaussian mixture value 2, 4, 8, and 16, best result is obtained at Gaussian mixture value 4 in both phases as shown in Table 1.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

As phoneme based speaker dependent Hidden Markov Model is the most commonly used model for automatic speech segmentation[26], it is applied for our research. The HMM model with three emitting states and two non emitting states without skipping is used to model individual Amharic phonemes. MFCC feature vectors together with their first and second are selected for individual HMM models. HTK toolkit is used to implement the HMM model in two phases. These phases differ in basic units exist in the lexicon which is used as pronunciation dictionary; the second phase unlike the first phase includes epithetic vowels of Amharic language while the first phase is built with direct transliteration of Amharic words in to their corresponding Latin representations. In both phases three experiments are conducted; automatic speech segmentation in context independent, context dependent with single Gaussian mixture and context dependent with multiple Gaussian mixtures.

The automatic speech segmentation system is evaluated with manual segmentation results by comparing automatic segmented phonemes to manually labeled phonemes with their time boundaries. The evaluation is taking place in terms of boundary deviations with in tolerances values of 5ms, 10ms, 15 ms and 20ms. Finally best performance with Minimum percentage of time boundary deviations are achieved at phoneme based speech segmentation in context dependent with Gaussian mixture value two.

Further research is also required on the precision of phoneme boundaries and their consistency in different phoneme contexts and phonetic transitions between phonetic catagories like transition from nasal to semivowel, semivowel to vowel, semivowel to vowel, nasal to silence,stop to fricative, stop to silence, vowel to vowel and nasal to nasal using HMM model[27, 28]. It is also required we recommend to other researchers to continue the research with non uniform HMM topology for acoustic models since the duration of phonemes is variable [29].Automatic speech segmentation without speaker dependent is very essential. This speaker independent automatic speech segmentation expected to improve the

TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme/lettertime boundaries</th>
<th>Phase1</th>
<th>Phase2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5ms</td>
<td>10ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of boundary deviation in tolerances</td>
<td>3.71%</td>
<td>3.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of boundary deviation in tolerances</td>
<td>3.18%</td>
<td>3.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both(1t+2)</td>
<td>12.83%</td>
<td>3.60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 1, the percentage deviation is minimized in phase2 for both speakers since the pronunciation dictionary developed in phase2 is more phonetic than phase1. The percentage of deviation presented with initial time boundary, end time boundary, and both of them of phonemes. It is found that the percentage of boundary deviation is more in initial time boundaries of phonemes as compared to final time boundaries of them. On the other hand, the percentage of boundary deviation decreases rapidly when the boundary of deviation from 5ms to 20ms. The percentage of deviation beyond 20ms tolerance values are due to phoneme recognition errors and the result shows that all phoneme are almost within 20ms tolerance values[25].
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